AS PART OF THE GREAT GET-TOGETHER

PLAQUERDAY!
ON SUNDAY 24TH JUNE 2018
DROP IN ANYTIME FROM 12PM TO 3PM

TO VISIT OUR SURPRISING FAMILY OF INSPIRERS
(AND YOU’RE WELCOME TO ADD YOUR OWN)
THOUSANDS OF
NEIGHBOURLY EVENTS
across the country will mark
this year’s Great Get
Together - an initiative
founded in 2017 by the
family and friends of Jo Cox MP. It’s a practical echo
of Jo’s first parliamentary speech: we have far more
in common than that which separates us.

winning the Military Cross – and his granddaughter
placed both poignant plaques.

WE’RE MAKING our own small contribution to that
spirit of bringing people together - with a happy
and open-to-all happening in our tiny park.
PlaquerDay is window to pop in and see the display
of plaques about humanity, history and humour
along the Uplifters Fence – as well as the unusual
Seats, Contemplative Corners, and vistas.

VISITORS ALSO HAVE THE CHANCE TO
• Hear Hugh Gibbons on Thanksgiving Field and its
historic stories 1943-2018
• Put up a new big plaque to Jo, and re-set the
display of small ones
• Check the rowan and hawthorn trees given by
Jealotts Hill Community Landshare
• Sample the Giving Thanks and Thinksgiving Seats
• Enjoy the Tally Ho resident animal life in this
quiet setting between Bracknell and Windsor
• Try the Lord’s Prayer in 20+ languages on the
PaterNoster Gallery brought home for the day

IN THANKS FOR HER EXEMPLARY
HUMANITY, Jo was one of the first
people to whom we put up a small
plaque in 2016. Now we have dozens in
a unique family – an imaginative public
way to show lasting respect and
appreciation. Latest? Above.
Exactly one hundred years to the
day that he was killed in France, on
25 March 2018 we added one to
Walter Tull, the first black officer in the British Army.
Just a few miles away, another young officer was

OUR UPLIFTERS INCLUDE OTHER FAMILY MEMBERS
and friends. And there’s space for a few more. So if
the idea appeals, get your own small plaque made to bring or send along. It’ll be listed in our Guides.
Cost? A few pounds. Size? No deeper than 8cm or
wider than 25 cm, please - to fit the Fence!

As ever, everything’s free. Park by the Shop at Tally
Ho Farm (who kindly host Thanksgiving Field) before
a short walk past the stables to the barn.
IF YOU’RE INTERESTED in coming along, it’ll help to
tell the founder and organiser of Thanksgiving Field
hughgibbons@just1.org.uk.

AT BERKSHIRE’S TINY PARK WITH THE BIG STORIES
SET IN TALLY HO FARM, CROUCH LANE, WINKFIELD SL4 4RZ
HOME OF UPLIFTERS CELEBRATION PARK

More information at WWW.THANKSGIVINGFIELD.ORG

